
making travel effortlessly green

[Thrust Carbon: Methodology & Philosophy]



“Data is the lifeblood of digital 
transformation”

Tackling the climate crisis is the 
single biggest existential threat 
- and opportunity - facing your 
business, and your clients.

Let’s dive into why we’re trusted by some 
of the world’s most reputable businesses. 



The Old Approach

Result: Business profits grow, whilst meeting climate goals, and delivering cost-savings.

Report: 
Inaccurate. Expensive. Inaccessible

Reduce: 
Stop travelling

Remove: 
Offsets 

X

Report: 
Pinpoint accuracy 
Live data & click of button reports

Reduce: 
Optimise routes 
Lower emissions per trip

Remove: 
Align with "purposeful travel" 
Sell SAF to enterprise

Result: Business growth takes priority, goals are unmet. Shareholders revolt. 

The Thrust Carbon Approach



Philosophy of Thrust Carbon Methodology
What is it that fuels our client’s trust in us?

Methodologies should be harmonised 
Properly harmonised, methodologies can be harmonised so they are directly comparable. An example is the ICAO air 
methodology does not include a multiplier for the indirect effects of carbon emissions at altitude (also known as 
radiative forcing). However, this is now an accepted multiplier that is found in other leading methodologies such as 
DEFRA, so we adjust the ICAO methodology in order to obtain this increased level of accuracy 

Our methodology should stand on the shoulders of giants 
The world’s leading methodologies are created by passionate climate scientists and researchers with decades of 
experience. They have prodded and challenged general assumptions and received wisdom to create methodologies that 
are state-of-the-art.  

We look to ask: what is the best methodology for a given dataset? Is there better input data that can be plugged into 
the existing methodology? Are there adjustments that can be made to the methodology to further increase accuracy? 



The Methodology Landscape
As an industry, we use the term methodology broadly. Let’s dive in. 

Thrust Carbon

IATADEFRA

EPA

GHG
GRI

Advanced Methodologies

Base Methodologies

Meta-Methodologies

ICAO

Explains the approach that must be taken, but does not 
include specific multipliers to perform a calculation.

Includes multipliers and approach to calculate carbon for a 
given dataset. The most appropriate methodology might differ 
depending on input data.

Combine existing methodologies and novel datasets to 
retrieve the most appropriate carbon value for any input data.

atmosfair



Carbon Methodology Comparison (Air)
Based on released methodology documents

Thrust Carbon atmosfair (VDR) ICAO DEFRA

Class of Travel

Flight Distance

Aircraft Type

Radiative 
Forcing

Seating Layouts

Occupancy Rate

2018 + regression analysis

1.9x

2018 + computer simulation Until 2018

2x

= not applied, or average applied for all inputs



Carbon Methodology (Other)
Most methodologies choose one approach and apply it worldwide - we get local

Hotel 
As a starting point, we use the Cornell Hotel Sustainability Benchmarking Index, which provides city, state, country averages 
for hotels of various quality. We conduct computer analysis and publicly available datasets to fill in the substantial blanks in 
order to provide a hotel carbon score worldwide.

Car 
We specialise in converting rental car codes (ACRISS codes), into car types supported by leading methodologies (e.g. DEFRA). 
We then apply regional & country datasets to translate these values into emissions factors per-country.

Rail 
Using research of local rail companies and information from suppliers (e.g. DEFRA, EPA, RENFE, SNCF, DB, etc), we apply carbon 
calculations based on local country emission factors, factoring in class of service, distance and route electrification.

Meetings & Events 
We break down a meeting into it’s constituent components (e.g. meals, travel, event space, digital emissions, etc), and apply 
leading methodologies for each component to build a cohesive M&E carbon picture.



Non-Carbon Methodologies
What is it that fuels our client’s trust in us?

Sustainable Aviation Fuel Indicators (TC-SAF) 
Sustainable Aviation Fuel, commonly known as SAF across the industry,  currently accounts for 0.1% of all aviation fuel 
supply. Fuelling it’s adoption, investment, and demand is vital for driving emissions reductions in air travel. We are 
currently assembling industry partners to collaborate with us to measure and monitor it’s use in airplanes, and 
ultimately, share this with the business traveller. 

Hotel Sustainability Index (TC-HSI) 
We have ranked every hotel in the world in order to deliver our unique metric, a score /100. This takes into account tiered 
datasets and weighted scoring, applied acorss metrics such as; carbon emissions, sustainability certifications, Net-Zero 
commitments, renewable energy usage, carbon tracking, efficient lighting, single plastic use, recycling, plant based meal options, 
responsible sourcing, and more. This is the only tool of its kind that enables point of sale hotel sustainability ranking.



Let’s make travel effortlessly 
green together.

Kit Brennan
kit@thrustcarbon.com 
+44 (0)7545 628 614
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